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QUALITY OF ELECTRONIC MESSAGING STANDARDS’ SPECIFICATIONS Erwin Folmer1, Joris Bastiaans1 1
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Abstract Nowadays, electronic messaging standards are often used by business to engage in B2B collaborations. Consequently, a lot of effort is put in the development of specification languages and techniques. Unfortunately, as little attention is given to the quality aspects of specifications, it is unclear what determines a specification’s quality. This article answers that question by proposing a framework of the quality factors. It is argued that, besides interchangeable message structures, their meanings, intentions and allowed interactions need to be specified. Furthermore, it is suggested that model based specifications are of high quality since they are implementable through MDA transformations. Keywords Standardization, Standards, Quality, E-Business



1 Standardization and standards Electronic messaging standards are a special breed of standards. In order to make claims of their specification’s quality aspects, we need to study some background about these standards. For this, we need some basic background on standardization in general.



1.1



Terminology



In order to understand the subject, we need to study the terminology and know what is meant. This proves to be problematic, as there are many definitions for “standard” and “standardization”. The most well-known definitions are most likely the definitions as proposed by the formal standards bodies. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines a “standard” as a “document, established by consensus and approved by a recognized body that provides, for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results, aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context” [BS 0 2005], [Hesser, Inklaar 1997]. The Popular Oxford Dictionary, however, has a broader definition, It defines a “standard” as a “measure, specification, object, etc., to which others (should) conform or against which others are judged; document specifying agreed properties for manufactured goods etc.”. The two studied definitions of a “standard” appear to conflict in scope which leads to a controversy in definition. After all, where ISO defines a standard as a (tangible) document, the Popular Oxford Dictionary’s definition also allows intangible concepts (such as conceptual measures or means for a solution). Söderström acknowledges this terminology confusion and concludes that the term “standard” can be interpreted in four ways, namely: “as the artifact itself, as the process of creating the artifact, as the document describing how to create the artifact, and as the process of creating the



document describing how to create the artifact” [Söderström 2002]. This requires us to adapt the definitions in order to distinguish between the four variants: •



Standardization is “the act of achieving the optimum degree of order in a given context through the realization and usage of standard implementations” (adapted from ISO).



•



A standard implementation is “an implementation of a provision, as specified in a particular specification, which can be used commonly and repeatedly”.



•



A standard is “the conceptual provision for an actual or potential problems, designed for common and repeated use and aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context” (adapted from ISO).



•



The implementation process is “the process of realizing, as specified in a specification, a provision to an actual or potential problem” (adapted from ISO).



•



A specification is “the description of the desired properties of the provision to an actual or potential problem” (adapted from Wieringa [Wieringa 2003] and ISO).



•



The specification process is “the process of establishing, based on consensus, and documenting the desired properties of a provision to an actual or potential problem” (adapted from ISO and Wieringa [Wieringa 2003]).



1.2



The motive for standardization



Standards are there for a reason. As “standardization” is about using “standard implementations” to achieve an “optimum degree of order”, we must conclude that standardization is used in situations where a non-optimal situation is faced. There is need for improvement. Standardization can bring order or unity in areas where diversity is needless or undesirable. For example, consider situations where: • •



An abundance of file-formats exist that are not supported by all operating systems, or



There are (partially overlapping) protocol variants that cannot interchange or interoperate. This unwanted diversity clearly imposes risks. For instance, consider the above stated protocol variant example. A service provider must choose a protocol variant through which it offers its services to its consumers. However, as there is no clear preference for one single protocol variant, it is difficult to choose which variant to implement. Selecting variant 1 implies that consumers cannot interface through with any other protocol variant. This could pose a big business risk. Standardization can mitigate these risks through selection of one (so-called “standard”) solution. For instance, by selecting the protocol variant that is most often used, the risks of interfacing errors is reduced. This perspective can be supported by Cargill’s theory which describes standard implementations as “typical risk mitigating tools” [Cargill, Bolin 2004]. Therefore, “standardization” is a risk mitigating activity. The philosophy behind standardization is quite simple. When a sufficiently large group of stakeholders selects and uses one (of the many diverse alternatives), we say that this selected alternative is “standardized”. The larger the scale on which this standard alternative is used, the lower the risks associated with the diversity of the remaining non-standard alternatives become. After all, when a specific alternative is used more and more often, you become more certain that the non-standard alternatives are rarely used. As uncertainty means risk and certainty yields opportunities, increasing certainty can be valuable to businesses. Large-scale use of a “standardized” alternative could even lead to actual reduction in diversity. This is the case when non-standard alternatives are abandoned since they are “superseded” by the “standardized” alternative. The fact that large-scale use of a “standardized” alternative allows for risk mitigation, implies that standard implementations have an energetic function.



This energetic function is the “saving in energy in the broadest sense” [Hesser, Inklaar 1997] and involves diversity reduction through large-scale use of the designed provision.



1.3



Electronic messaging standards



Nowadays, businesses are forced to operate in value-networks to remain competitive. This functioning in value-networks implies a decomposition of the network’s overall function in subfunctions which are distributed over the network-parties. These network-parties, however, cannot realize the overall function without cooperating or interacting with each other. Therefore, there is a need for interworking which is defined as “interacting to achieve common goals” [Krämer, Papazoglou, et al 1998]. As these sub-functions are distributed within the network, the resources required for realizing the overall function may also be distributed. Input resources (physical or information based), which need to be transformed into output are potentially distributed over the network-parties. Working capital is also a resource which could be distributed. After all, the working capital and the actual activities that realize the sub-functions are likely to take place at the office (or computers) of each network-party. This distribution of resources (input and working capital) poses challenges to the coordination of the functioning of the entire value-network. In specific, control flow needs to be managed and input and output resources need to be transferred amongst network-parties. This, naturally, needs to be done reliable and cost-effective. In the service industry, where the input and output resources are purely information based, electronic messages offer a cost-effective and reliable means to manage the control flow and resource transfer amongst network-parties. By selecting electronic messages as the “standardized” provision for the coordination problem, network-parties do not have to worry about the diverse alternatives anymore. This way, risks associated with diversity is mitigated. Value-network partners are now assured that they will only receive the resources through electronic messages and not, for instance, in the form of printouts delivered by a postal service. Finally, we conclude with a fitting definition of “electronic messaging standards” as a special breed of standards. We define an “electronic messaging standard” as “the conceptual messaging mechanism that allows for a desired interworking by coordination control-flow and transferring resources through electronic messages, designed for common and repeated use and aimed at achieving reliability and cost-effectiveness”. Consequently, “message standardization” becomes “the act of achieving reliable and cost-effective interworking by coordinating control-flow and transferring resources through the use of electronic messages”.



2 Quality ISO 8402 defines quality as “the totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs”. Literally interpreted, this means that “quality” is a list of elements (features or characteristics) that makes an item (be it a product or service) useful or effective for its intended purpose. This interpretation allows us to look for characteristics or features that are contribute to the aims of specifications.



2.1



Quality factors



As specifications describe the desired properties of a specific provision, we must conclude that the aim of a specification is: • To allow for an implementation. Clearly, not just any implementation will suffice; the implementations must conform to the specification. Therefore, an additional aim is to:



• Allow for verification/evaluation of conformance In other words, for specifications to succeed in their aims, specifications need to be implementable and allow for conformance assessment. In order to allow for implementability, specifications need to be: •



Correct: the specification that prescribes a solution should be aligned with the problem and solution. The prescriptions must actually lead to that solution [Eisenberg, Melton 1998], [Hesser, Inklaar 1997].



•



Univocal, meaning unambiguous: ambiguity leaves room for options which in turn result in inconsistent implementations [Egyedi, Dahanayake 2003], [Egyedi, 2007], [Sherif, Sparrell 1992]. This hinders the energetic function of standards. Univocal specifications allow in theory only for consistent implementations.



•



Complete within the scope of intended use [BS 0 2005]; o No options: options lead to inconsistent implementations [Egyedi, Dahanayake 2003], [Egyedi, 2007], [Sherif, Egyedi, et al 2005]. If options are necessary, it should be made clear how to deal with them. o Fitness for use is part of this [BS 0 2005]. Specifications must be specific enough, so that they need not be modified (profiles, regional customization, et cetera) before use. If specifications are not fit for use, it means that they are not specific enough. This lack of completeness will lead to options, resulting in inconsistent implementations. o Enough detail: lack of detail ultimately results in options. Again, this makes consistent implementations practically impossible [Sherif, Sparrell 1992], [Sherif, Egyedi, et al 2005].



•



Understandable: the parties involved in the implementation of the standards need to be able to comprehend the specification. o Written for the right audience; o Terms of reference should be aligned with the intended audience. It is wise to define all ambiguous terms in a specification. o Not too complex. The target audience must be able to handle the complexity. o Readable [BS 0 2005], [Hesser, Inklaar 1997], a fixed lay-out for the document [BS 0 2005], [Sherif, Egyedi, et al 2005]. Logically, the conformance guidelines must be consistent to the prescriptions. Standards may not be contradicting, leading to the final characteristics of specifications: •



Present conformance guidelines, and be



•



Consistent: if implementer implements a standard exactly according the prescriptions of the specification, a conformity assessment according the presented guidelines should yield full conformance.



3 Quality factors specific to messaging standards’ specifications Where the general aim of a specification is to allow for an implementation, an electronic messaging standard’s specification must naturally allow for the specified messaging mechanism. As this messaging mechanism must facilitate a desired interworking, the specification must specify: •



Interchangeable resources (message structures and interchangeable business objects)



•



A c choreography of valid interactions that allow for a meaningful interworking.



3.1



Current-state specifications



A specification should obviously specify the common messages. However, there is no consensus on how this should be done. It suffices to say at this point, that most electronic messaging standards merely specify: •



The form of each message (a format or data structure, for instance in XML schema’s), and



• The subject of each message (the semantics of the message elements). When only the subject and the form are specified, the messaging standards are most likely to be “similarity standards”. After all, it specifies that any message is a standard-compliant message when it complies to the specified form and when the content is aligned with the allowed content. With the latter, we mean that the content of the message matches the specified semantic description of the message. For instance, assume that our specification prescribes that our notification messages has a “value” element whose semantics are defined as “the answer to a mathematical equation”. This means that “6”, “12”, “-1” or “NaN” are valid messages, whilst “hello world” is not a valid message. Sometimes, only one variant of a message may be meaningful. Examples of such messages are predefined notifications, such as “finished computation”, or “the motion sensor was triggered”. In such cases, the full messages are specified. This makes the specification (partly or fully) a reference standard.



3.2



Problems with current-state specifications



Two different kinds of interoperability problems can occur: •



Semantic interoperability problems, and;



• Pragmatic interoperability problems. Semantic interoperability problems occur due to different perceptions of the domain [Pokraev, Reichert, et al 2005]. Since current-state messaging standards’ specifications specify the semantics of the message, semantic interoperability problems should not occur when the domain model is sufficiently correct and complete. Pragmatic interoperability problems occur due to differences in expected results of interactions [Pokraev, Reichert, et al 2005]. This is the case when there is insufficient insight in the shared process (the interworking) and its behavior. Since current-state messaging standards’ specifications often do not specify the intentions of messages, pragmatic interoperability problems could occur.



3.3



Pragmatic interoperability problems



As Krämer [[Krämer, Papazoglou, et al 1998]] puts it, interworking occurs between people or organizations, not between computer systems. For the latter he defines interoperability as “the ability of computer systems to interact”. Due to the effectiveness of computers, it is likely that automated processing of electronic messages is more reliable and cost-effective than human processing. Therefore, the need for interworking is often decomposed in a need for interoperability. However, in order for computer systems to be able to interact, these computer systems must know how to react to each other’s specific messages. This can be difficult, as the reactions might be context dependent. Consider receiving in invoice in your mailbox. When you have just ordered a product, this makes perfect sense. Common sense tells you that you should pay the invoice because this is expected of you. However, when a supermarket customer hands the cashier an invoice, the cashier will likely be surprised. After all, it makes no sense to receive an invoice from a customer. The cashier was simply not aware of the intentions behind receiving an



invoice in this context. He or she therefore does not know how to react. If a person does not know how to react in a certain context, a programmed computer system is also unable to react if it is not specifically programmed to handle such situations. Therefore, the intentions of each message must be specified to allow for interworking. The specifications of current-state messaging standards merely specify interchangeable objects. However, this is clearly insufficient to allow for meaningful computer based interactions. As Krechmer puts it, compatibility standards are fundamentally required for any form of communications [Krechmer 2007]. As messaging standards should describe how businesses interact, messaging standards should also be compatibility standards. The more dynamic aspects of B2B collaborations, such as the choreography of the interactions, should be modeled as well.



3.4



Lacking expressiveness of current-state specifications



Clearly, current-state specifications allow for potential pragmatic interoperability problems. To solve this, more than subject and form properties of messages should be described in an electronic messaging standard’s specification. Wieringa adds that all messages have: • A connection; A function, and A subject. These properties should be modeled to prevent the pragmatic interoperability problems [Pokraev, Reichert, et al 2005]. Every message has a sender and a receiver. For every message, the sender and receiver should be specified. First of all, this defines which messages are meaningful and which are not. For instance, an airliner can send reservation notifications to its online users, but never vice versa. That would not make sense. In some other rare cases, the same message content might be transferred from A to B and also from B to A. However, the intentions of the message are different for both directions. For instance, a retailer may send invoices to its customers who are expected to pay the invoices. This is part of a regular billing process. However, large customers are also allowed to send invoices to the retailer (reverse billing). In this case, the receiver (the reatiler) is not expected to pay the invoice, but merely to await the payment. In this case, it was necessary to specify the specific sender and receiver (the connection) to distinguish between pragmatically different interactions. Further more, a message has a function. A message’s function is either: manipulative, directive or informative. The function says something about the type of intention that is associated with the message. The actual reaction to the message can only be made clear by specifying stimulus/response behavior [Wieringa 2003]. Consider the above stated example about the regular and self billing. Clearly, both interactions differ in function. Interaction



Function



Stimulus



Response



Regular Billing



Directive



Product shipped



Pay



Informative



Shipment received



Await payment



(Retailer > Customer) Reverse Billing (Customer > Retailer)



Table 1: Interaction, Function, Stimulus, Respons.



By specifying the stimulus/response behavior for every message, each message becomes meaningful. This means that for every received message (assuming the sender is identifiable), a computer system should be able to determine: •



The context in which the message was sent. And,



•



The intentions associated with that particular interaction.



This should allow a computer system to determine how to react and allow for meaningful interaction (interoperability) which in turn can enable interworking. In order to be able to communicate meaningfully, parties need to have the same understanding of the shared subject domain. If parties do not share the same understanding, interoperability issues may occur due to wrong or different interpretations [Pokraev, Reichert, et al]. The subject of a message is the part of the world what the message is about. The subjects of each message should be modeled in a domain model in order to prevent the semantic interoperability problems [Pokraev, Reichert, et al]. Note that by specifying connections, the subjects and the functions/intentions, the messaging standard’s specification describes more than merely interchangeable resources. It describes a common interchanging mechanism that specifies the meaning of messages in specific situations. Furthermore, since messages are coupled to (re)actions by stimulus/response pairs, the choreography of the interactions within a value network is specified.



4 Conclusions Specifications in general need to be implementable and allow for conformance assessment. This involves specifications to be correct, univocal, complete and understandable. They should provide conformance assessment guidelines, which must be consistent with the specified provision Current-state messaging standards are often merely reference/similarity standards. Although this allows for interchangeability, this alone does not guarantee interoperability or a meaningful interworking. A messaging mechanism, instead of solely interchangeable messages, should be specified. Specifying a messaging mechanism involves specifying the context (dynamics) in which messages may be sent. This means that there are additional things that need to be specified in an electronic messaging standard’s specification in order to be one of good quality. For each message, besides form, subject and function, the context in which the messages may be sent must be specified. This involves specifying the stimulus/response behavior of the value-network. A process model or choreography of messages is required to allow for a meaningful interworking.



4.1



Recommendations



A model driven approach in the development of electronic messaging standards leverages the quality of the resulting specifications. After all, if model based specifications are transformable to target platforms, they are inherently implementable. Furthermore, Standard Development Organizations often require their specifications to be easy maintainable as maintenance can be a burdensome activity. As models are better maintainable than text-based specifications, model driven specifications are easier and cheaper to maintain. References Baskin, E., Krechmer, K., Sherif, M.H., "The six dimensions of standards: Contribution towards a theory of standardization." In: L.A. Lefebvre, R.M. Mason, and T. Khali (Editors), Management of Technology, Sustainable Development and Eco-Efficiency, Elsevier, Oxford, U.K, pp. 53-62, 1998. BS 0: A standard for standards – part 1: Development of standards, part 2: Structure and drafting, Specifcation, London: British Standards Institution, 2005. Cargill, C.F., Bolin, S., "Standardization: a failing paradigm", Standards and Public Policy Conference, Chicago Federal Reserve, Chicago, USA. May 12 - 14, 2004. Eisenberg, A., Melton, J., "Standards in practice," SIGMOD Record, Vol. 27, No. 3, pp. 53-58, 1998.
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